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Elimination of spiral waves in cardiac tissue by multiple electrical shocks
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We study numerically the elimination of a spiral wave in cardiac tissue by application of multiple shocks of
external current. To account for the effect of shocks we apply a recently developed theory for the interaction
of the external current with cardiac tissue. We compare two possible feedback algorithms for timing of the
shocks: a ‘‘local’’ feedback algorithm@1# ~using an external electrode placed directly on the tissue! and a
‘‘global’’ feedback algorithm@2# ~using the electrocardiogram!. Our main results are: application of the
external current causes a parametric resonant drift similar to that reported in previous model computations; the
ratio of the threshold of elimination of the spiral wave by multiple shocks to the threshold of conventional
single shock defibrillation in our model for cardiac tissue is about 0.5, while earlier, less realistic models
predicted the value about 0.2; we show that an important factor for successful defibrillation is the location of
the feedback electrode and the best results are achieved if the feedback electrode or the ECG lead is located at
the boundary~or edge! of the cardiac tissue; the ‘‘local’’ and the ‘‘global’’ feedback algorithms show similar
efficiency.

PACS number~s!: 87.19.Hh, 82.40.Fp, 05.45.2a
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Many cardiac arrhythmias are characterized by rotat
waves of excitation@3,4# which are similar to spiral waves o
excitation found in a wide variety of nonlinear excitable m
dia @5#. Elimination of spiral waves in cardiac tissue is a
important problem related to the treatment of potentially
tal cardiac arrhythmias.

The conventional method of elimination of spiral wav
in cardiac tissue is defibrillation, which is achieved by t
direct activation of most of the cardiac tissue by a sin
large electric shock. Although this protocol is often succe
ful, it is desirable to reduce the necessary amount of cur
since large currents can cause tissue damage and ar
tremely painful. Recently, it has been suggested that sp
waves can be eliminated without overall activation of t
tissue. One such approach uses overdrive local pacing o
arrhythmia@6#. Another approach exploits parametric res
nant drift of spiral waves@7,8#. Here, it was shown that i
certain properties of the medium are varied with the per
of rotation of a spiral wave, the spiral wave will drift and ca
be eliminated at the boundary of the medium. The import
feature of this method is that it does not require overall
citation of cardiac tissue and so can be achieved by sm
electric stimuli. Because electrical forcing can modify t
period of spiral waves, determination of the resonant f
quency may require a feedback loop control mechani
Two possible algorithms for feedback have been propos
The first algorithm requires placing an electrode directly
the cardiac tissue and changing the properties of the tissu
the moment the wave reaches the electrode@1,9,10#, or with
some delay. The second possible algorithm is a ‘‘glo
feedback’’ control@2#, and requires finding an integral cha
PRE 611063-651X/2000/61~4!/4644~4!/$15.00
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acteristic of the distribution of excitation in the entire m
dium and forcing the medium on the basis of this inform
tion.

An important issue related to resonant drift is the mea
by which the tissue is stimulated. In all the papers list
above, the external stimulation was modeled by adding
extra transmembrane current directly to the equation desc
ing the dynamics of the transmembrane potential. It is
clear how this~uniform! injection of transmembrane curren
can be achieved in real experiments. On the other han
natural way to change the instantaneous properties of car
tissue is by application of external electric current.

Recently homogenization theory has been used to s
how externally applied currents are transformed into tra
membrane currents@11–14#. This theory assumes that inho
mogeneities, such as~but not limited to! gap junctional re-
sistances, cause hyperpolarization and depolarization on
spatial scale of cells. Since spiral activity has a characteri
spatial scale of many cell lengths, it is permissible to ‘‘ave
age’’ or ‘‘homogenize’’ these rapidly varying transmem
brane currents and to determine an effective transmemb
current @11–14#. The goal of this paper is to examine th
elimination of spiral waves via parametric resonant drift u
ing this more realistic model of the interaction of extern
current with cardiac tissue. We study two types of feedba
one using a single electrode placed at the different locati
directly on the cardiac tissue, similar to@1,9,10#, and the
second, using the electrocardiogram measured at some
tance from the tissue as an integral characteristic of the
tribution of excitation in the tissue. For both feedback alg
rithms, we study how the location of the feedback devi
4644 © 2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 61 4645BRIEF REPORTS
delay in the feedback loop and the size of the tissue affect
threshold for elimination of reentrant waves.

MODEL AND RESULTS

We performed computations in a model of tw
dimensional cardiac tissue with transmembrane current
scribed using simplified excitable dynamics of the FitzHug
Nagumo type, published earlier@15#

]e/]t5¹•~¹e!2ke~e2a!~e21!2eg1I st ,
~1!

]g/]t5@e1~m1g!/~m21e!#@2g2ke~e2a21!#,

wheree is the transmembrane potential,2ke(e2a)(e21)
2eg is the total transmembrane ionic current per unit a
@15# and I st is a stimulation current. This description repr
duces many characteristics of cardiac tissue such as re
toriness, dispersion relation, rate-duration properties etc.
parameters of the model werea50.15,m150.2;m250.3,k
58, ande50.002.

The action of external current on cardiac tissue was
scribed using the homogenization theory. In Refs.@11–14# it
was shown that averaging~integration! of the the transmem
brane current over the rapidly varying spatial componen
the transmembrane potential for the particular cubic rig
hand side function from Eq.~1!, gives the following expres-
sion for I st :

I st5k*
K* I ex

2

12
~11a23e!, ~2!

where I ex is the external current andK is some constant
which depends on the geometry of cells, the intracellu
extracellular and gap junctional resistances and does no
pend on I ex . ~See Ref.@12# for details!. Because we are
interested only in relative threshold~compared to the
defibrillation threshold, i.e., elimination with a single shoc!
the exact value of this coefficient (K) is not important and
we put it toK51. To model shocks of external current, w
use the expression forI st from Eq.~2! with I ex some constan
during the stimulus, and zero when the current is turned
For these simulations, the duration of the shocks was abo
times the duration of the action potential upstroke. By app
ing single stimuli of different strengthsI ex we found that the
threshold of conventional defibrillation wasI ex50.35. We
used this value as a reference to compare conventi
defibrillation with the threshold values for the spiral wa
elimination via resonant drift.

Equation~1! were numerically integrated on a square d
main using the Euler method with Neumann boundary c
ditions with the dimensionless time step 0.07 and space
0.6. The dimensioned values of these steps were 0.28 ms
0.6 mm. The period of the spiral wave was 134 msec w
the upstroke of about 7.2 msec and the wavelength 40 m
~The wavelength here is the product of the average perio
a spiral wave times the speed of the wavefront!. To calculate
the electrocardiogram, we used the formula for the poten
from @16#: F5(]e/]xi]/]xi(1/R) where ( denotes the
summation over all points of the numerical grid,i 51,2,3 is
the index for the coordinate axes andR is the distance from
a lead to the point of the heart where]e/]xi is evaluated. We
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assume the standard summation convention for the indexi. A
typical electrocardiogram from a spiral wave is shown
Fig. 1. Because the scale on the ECG is not relevant, no u
are shown on the vertical axis in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 shows elimination of a spiral wave caused by
‘‘global’’ feedback resonant drift. This procedure works
follows. We monitor the electrocardiogram produced by
rotating spiral. Because the electrocardiogram is an inte
characteristic of the entire tissue, this is similar to the glo
feedback loop of@2#. We apply a stimulus withI ex50.2 each
time the electrocardiogram traverses zero potential~arrows
in Fig. 1! upward. Consequently the spiral wave gradua
shifts to the right@Fig. 1~b!# and when the tip of the spira
wave collides with the boundary@Fig. 1~c!#, the spiral wave
disappears. In the case of Fig. 1, this occurred after 5 stim
The amplitude of the stimulus relative to the threshold
conventional defibrillation was 0.2/0.3550.57. Thus, the ap-
plication of an external current caused parametric reson
drift of spiral waves similar to the drift observed under a
plication of other periodic disturbances@7,8,1#.

Previous computations showed@1,2# that the resonan
drift of spiral waves can be substantially affected by t
phase shift in the feedback loop. Therefore, we studied
dependence of the threshold of elimination of a spiral wa
as a function of this phase shift@Fig. 2~a!, all lines except the
lower gray thick line#. We did this for two feedback algo
rithms: ‘‘global’’ ~using the ECG lead! and ‘‘local’’ ~using
an electrode placed directly on the tissue!. For each of these
two algorithms we performed computations for two feedba
electrode locations: symmetrical and non-symmetrical. T
black lines show the results for the ‘‘global’’ feedback alg
rithm, the gray lines show the results for the ‘‘local’’ feed
back algorithm. In both cases delay was measured in rela
units with delay 1 corresponding to the delay of 134 ms
~the period of rotation of a spiral wave in the undisturb
medium!.

We see@Fig. 2~a!# that in all cases the minimal thresho
is about 50% of the threshold of the conventional defibril
tion. However, the threshold for symmetric locations~dashed
lines! is on average higher, and for many values of the de
the thresholds are quite high: around 75%.

FIG. 1. The lower panel: elimination of the spiral wave due
the resonant drift in in the medium of the size 40 mm340 mm.~a!
Pattern of excitation just before application of the first stimulus,~b!
after t5200 ms, and~c! after t5400 ms. Att5420 ms after be-
ginning of the external stimulation the medium returns to rest. T
relative amplitude of stimuli was 0.57. The upper panel: ECG
fore and during stimulation. The location of the lead is at coor
nates~60, 60, 80 mm! if the coordinates of the left lower corne
were ~0,0,0!. Moments of time when the stimuli were applied a
marked by arrows.
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We did a similar computation for the medium of th
1.7*1.7 larger size 68368 mm@Fig. 2~b!#. Although the re-
sults are similar to those from Fig. 2~a!, there are some mino
changes. First, the thresholds for the ‘‘global’’ feedback
gorithm are lower, even with a symmetric location of t
lead. On the other hand the thresholds for the ‘‘local’’ fee
back algorithm with symmetric location of the electrode a
higher and only in a small interval are they comparable to
thresholds from Fig. 2~a!.

The obvious conclusions from these computations are
nonsymmetric locations are better than symmetric locati
and both feedback algorithms are comparable. Howeve
our view, the ‘‘global’’ algorithm is more feasible for prac
tical applications, as it does not require placing an electr
directly onto cardiac tissue.

With this in mind we made a more detailed study of t
‘‘global’’ feedback algorithm. Figure 3~a! shows the depen
dence of defibrillation thresholds for 4 different locations
a spiral wave. We see that the thresholds show similar
pendences, independent of the initial conditions.

In previous computations we used a large number

FIG. 2. Relative defibrillation threshold vs relative delay in t
medium of the size:~a! 40 mm340 mm and~b! 68368 mm. The
black solid lines show the results obtained for the ‘‘global’’ fee
back loop via ECG signal from the lead at location~60, 60, 80 mm!
in ~a! and ~100, 100, 136 mm! in ~b!, the dashed black lines show
the same but for the lead located at~20, 20, 80 mm! in ~a! and~34,
34, 136 mm! in ~b!; the solid grey lines show the ‘‘local’’ feedbac
via electrode located at~1.2, 1.2, 0 mm! in ~a! and ~b!, and the
dashed grey lines show the same but for the electrode locate
~20, 20, 0 mm! for ~a! and~34,34,0 mm! for ~b!. The thick grey line
in Fig.a shows relative defibrillation threshold for forcing with
direct transmembrane current. Further explanations are in the
The coordinates of the lower left corner are~0,0,0!. If the spiral
wave was not eliminated after 4s ~about 30 stimuli! the defibrilla-
tion was considered as unsuccessful.

FIG. 3. Relative defibrillation threshold for the ‘‘global’’ feed
back loop via ECG vs. relative delay in the feedback loop in
medium of the size 40 mm340 mm for nonsymmetric lead pos
tion at ~60, 60, 80 mm!; ~a! for four different initial locations of a
spiral wave;~b! for different number of external stimuli~shown as
numbers on the figure! and for fixed potentiale50 at the boundary
and 30 external stimuli~the lower thick-black line!.
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stimuli, up to 30, to remove a spiral wave. We have stud
effectiveness of our method if we reduce this maximal nu
ber of stimuli to 5,10 and 25@Fig. 3~b!#. We see@Fig. 3~b!#
that increasing the number of stimuli for some phase sh
decreases the threshold. However, even for 5 stimuli
‘‘global’’ feedback algorithm gives reasonably good resul
the average threshold is 0.63 and the minimal threshold
spiral elimination is almost the same. One might expect t
increasing the number of stimuli should substantially d
crease the minimal threshold. This is because the shift
spiral is smaller for smaller stimulus amplitude and theref
one might expect that even very small stimuli can bring
spiral to the boundary and remove it if the stimulation time
sufficiently long. The fact that in our computation increasi
of number of stimuli did not have a substantial effect on t
elimination threshold might indicate that the limiting fact
here is not bringing a spiral to the boundary, but the inter
tion of a spiral with the boundary. To check this suggesti
we did computations in which the potential at the bound
was fixed ate50 @lower black thick line in Fig. 3~b!#. In this
situation the relative threshold of spiral wave elimination
much lower than for no-flux boundary conditions which i
dicates that the limiting factor for spiral elimination in ou
case was the interaction of the spiral with the bounda
Note, however, that fixed potential boundary conditions
not physiologically realistic. More appropriate bounda
conditions require use of the bidomain equations for card
tissue@20#, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Finally we compared the results obtained using our p
cedure of stimulation of cardiac tissue by pulses of the
ternal current with the previously used procedure of forc
cardiac tissue with a direct transmembrane current@1,9,10#
@modeled by puttingI st in ~1! to a constant value#. The lower
gray thick line in Fig. 2~a! shows the results of our compu
tations on this model. We see that for direct application
the transmembrane current the threshold is much lower t
for application of the external current. It is typically abo
0.25, but for some delays it can be as low as 0.12, whic
about the value reported in Ref.@1#. These computations
were made for the ‘‘local’’ feedback algorithm using an ele
trode located at the corner of the tissue of the size
340 mm. Thus the relative thresholds for the feedba
defibrillation found in this paper are about 2-3 times high
than reported in Refs.@1,9# and @10#. This fact has a simple
explanation, since the effect of the external current in Eq.~2!
is proportional to the square of the amplitude of stimulu
while putting I st to constant in Eq.~1! is linear in I st .

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we studied the dependence of the elimi
tion threshold as a function of the phase shift in the feedb
loop ~Fig. 2!. The simulations show that in some cases~e.g.,
symmetric locations! such dependence is quite strong, ho
ever in other cases~non-symmetric locations! the depen-
dence is rather flat. These results can be heuristically
plained in the following way. With symmetric placement w
find entrainment of spiral waves under forcing by pulses
external current. In particular, for some delays in the fe
back loop the tip of the spiral wave has a stable compl
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meandering trajectory with the center near the feedback e
trode. Therefore the tip of a spiral wave never comes clos
the boundary of the tissue and it cannot be eliminated
resonant drift. As a result, the thresholds for elimination o
spiral wave under external forcing comes close to the thre
olds for conventional defibrillation. However at some dela
the tip trajectory expands, approaches the boundary,
elimination is possible. Such elimination is more pronounc
in the smaller tissue, because the distance from the feed
electrode to the boundary there is smaller. This results
lower defibrillation thresholds for some delays in the fee
back loop in the tissue of smaller size~compare the dashe
gray lines in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. If, however, the feedback
electrode is located at the boundary, the entrainment tra
tory always crosses the boundary and elimination of the
ral wave is determined mainly by the interaction of spi
wave with the boundary of the medium, which does not s
stantially depend on the phase shift in the feedback loop
a consequence we have a flat dependence for non-symm
cases in Fig. 2. A similar mechanism is at work for the d
ferent placements of the ECG electrode, however, beca
the ECG is an integral characteristic of the whole tissue,
effect is less pronounced. Such behavior of a spiral wa
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was first found in chemical experiments in a light sensit
BZ reaction and in numerical computations using the mo
for this reaction in Ref.@17# and later it was shown analyti
cally in Refs. @18# and @19#. Here we show that this also
occurs in the model of cardiac excitable tissue forced
pulses of external current.

The thresholds for feedback defibrillation are about h
that of the threshold of the conventional defibrillation. How
ever, because the energy is proportional to the square o
current, the damaging effects of the feedback defibrillat
should be about one fourth that of conventional defibril
tion.

In this study, we examined the elimination of a sing
rotating spiral wave as a model for tachycardia. We did
study elimination of ventricular fibrillation, which is be
lieved to be associated with multiple spiral waves. We a
did not take into account three-dimensional effects, card
anisotropy, the anatomy of the heart, etc. Their effects
defibrillation can be significant and should be studied in
future.
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